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vertical Cournot supply schedules as the two polar cases, via one continuous parameter

which has a straightforward one-to-one correspondence with what has been broadly known
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1 Introduction

INVESTMENT IN INVENTORIES has conventionally been explained under the assump-

tion of either demand uncertainly or demand uctuation, or both. Literature traditionally

recognises three motives for holding inventories: the speculative motive, the precautionary

motive (bu�er stocks) and the transaction or production-smoothing motive. In addition

to these, Phlips and Richard (1989) are concerned with the intertemporal discrimination

motive in a dynamic oligopoly model with demand inertia, where the price a �rm sets in

one period a�ects the demand for its products in the next. Intertemporal price discrimi-

nation arises because �rms equalise discounted marginal revenues over time. Kirman and

Sobel (1974) analyse a dynamic oligopoly with inventories where, as in ours, inventories

introduce intertemporal dependence in the sense that actions taken in one period depend

on actions taken in the previous period. However, Kirman and Sobel do not consider

inventories as a strategic variable.

In this paper, we present an alternative explanation to inventory investment in light

of oligopolists' strategic interactions. Inventories are said to serve a strategic purpose if

they are held with the explicit purpose of a�ecting the rival's decisions in later periods.

This comes about since inventories can serve as a means of quantity commitment. An

oligopolistic �rm may have an incentive to invest in inventories in attempt to pre-empt its

competitor's future production. As it will turn out, these strategic inventories are closely

related to the convexity of the cost functions and hence cannot be studied independently

of transactional inventories. To focus solely upon strategic incentives, we model a dynamic

oligopoly market where demand is non-stochastic, whereby speculative and precautionary

motives shall be precluded throughout.

On strategic inventory holding in a noncooperative game-theoretic setting, pioneering

contributions by Saloner (1987) and Pal (1991) study a Cournot duopoly consisting of

two production periods, of which only the latter, not the former, coincides with the

marketing period. They shown that, with the possibility of Stackelberg leadership, �rms

may have advance production incentives even if production is more (but not too much

more) expensive in the former period compared to the latter period.

Stackelberg leadership by itself yields an unambiguous pro�t improvement as opposed
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to simultaneous-move Nash equilibria. This has been shown in Henderson and Quandt

(1971)1, Gal-Or (1985)2, and it also forms the basis of more recent literature on endoge-

nous timing games, pioneered by Hamilton and Slutsky's \extended games" (1990)3 and

developed further by e.g. Pal (1996).

In those preceding studies by Saloner (1987) and Pal (1991), the incentives for advance

production are assisted by the extra bene�t from Stackelberg leadership in the marketing

stage. Our objective in this paper is to inspect advance production incentives when not

assisted by the prospect of Stackelberg leadership. To this end, we construct a model where

the order of moves in the marketing stage is independent of the timing of production: �rms

engage in simultaneous-move oligopoly irrespective of the levels of their precommitted

investment. We nevertheless derive a partly similar result, i.e., advance investment may

indeed take place in equilibrium. Hence our result reects unambiguously the strategic

bene�t genuinely from advance production, not the Stackelberg leadership advantage in

marketing.

Finally, to focus exclusively on interrelations between supply-demand structures and

strategic inventory holding, this paper shall refrain from the issues of entry deterrence

and predation. Ware (1985) shows that inventories can be used as a credible threat by

an incumbent to dump prices below marginal costs in the post-entry game, in which the

contemporaneous cost of supply from an inventory is nil. We assume hereinafter the

business environment to be \benign" in the sense that �rms are not actively trying to

drive each other out of business.

1If Cournot �rms were to choose their action timing endogenously, (implicitly assuming no demand

uncertainty or informational spillover thereof) all �rms would want to be leaders whilst no �rm would

volunteer to be a follower, hence Stackelberg \equilibria" would never be sustainable. Henderson and

Quandt called this \Stackelberg disequilibrium."

2Leaders tend to be more (resp., less) pro�table than followers when actions are strategic substitutes

(resp., complements), but in either case, being a leader (i.e., capable of precommitment) is unequivocally

more pro�table than being a simultaneous Nash-equilibrium player (i.e., incapable of precommitment).

3According to Hamilton and Slutsky, extended games have two versions : \extended games with

observable delay" and \extended games with action commitment." The di�erence between these two

versions is that only in the former, not in the latter, can each �rm observe the other's timing decision

before setting its own marketing action such as a supply quantity. The version directly related to our

endogenous timing decisions is the former.
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We set forth a \generalised" model encompassing Bertrand (horizontal supply sched-

ules set by each �rm), Cournot (vertical supply curve), and any other \intermediate"

strategic variable, that is, any generic up-sloping supply schedules. This not only circum-

vents the classical \Cournot-or-Bertrand" dispute, but also makes our model considerably

more empirics-friendly: the slope of supply schedules (or the elasticity of supply) can be

empirically identi�ed, or is at least more realistically identi�able than is the `nature of

competition' as arti�cially dichotomized into Cournot (in�nite slope) or Bertrand (zero

slope). Thus, by identifying qualitative relations between strategic inventory holding

and the supply slope,4 we can establish an empirically useful channel to estimate (1)

how much of observed inventory investment is motivated strategically when supply and

demand slopes (or elasticities) are empirically known ; (2) how steep (Cournot-like) or

at (Bertrand-like) the supply schedules of oligopolists are when the demand function is

known and inventories unexplained by non-strategic motives are recorded ; and (3) how

steep or at the demand schedule is when strategic inventories and supply schedules are

empirically observable.

In section 2 we de�ne and analyse a general model of two-period duopoly with inven-

tories and discusses how these inventories can serve a strategic purpose. It is noteworthy

that what is known as conjectural variation is technically related, albeit philosophically

less related, to our analysis on the slope of supply curves, which we also briey discuss

in section 2. Then in section 3 we extend our analysis to a general n-�rm oligopoly, so as

to provide a user-friendly \policy planner's manual" expounding in each of the aforemen-

tioned cases (1), (2) and (3) how to utilise our model in empirically estimating strategic

inventories and their social implications. Section 4 concludes the paper. A technical

appendix is in section 5.

4It is important to note that supply schedules must not be confused with marginal cost functions.

These two coincide if and only if the market is perfectly competitive. In other words, the very de�nition

of imperfect competition or market power is the �rm's ability to set (strategically) a supply schedule that

di�ers from the �rm's marginal cost function.
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2 Two-period duopoly with inventories

2.1 Demand and cost structures

Consider a two-period duopoly. In period t = F; L (standing for "former" and "latter"

respectively), �rm i = 1; 2 faces an intertemporally separable inverse demand de�ned as

a bivariate function

pi;t[qi;t; qj;t] > 0 where �

@pi;t

@qi;t

�

�����@pi;t@qj;t

����� > 0 fi; jg = f1; 2g : (2:1:1)

Production costs Ci;t[xi;t] are to depend upon contemporaneous output xi;t only, with

Ci;t[0] = 0 ; ci;t �
dCi;t

dxi;t

� 0 ; c
0

i;t �
d
2
Ci;t

(dxi;t)2
� 0:

Inventories si � 0 are related to sales, qi;t, and production, xi;t, through identities :

si = xi;F � qi;F ; (2:1:2)

qi;L = xi;L + si : (2:1:3)

Following Phlips and Thisse (1981) we formulate the cost of storage i[si] analogously to

production cost functions except �i[�] is strictly increasing and convex, namely

�i[0] = 0 ; i �
d�i

dsi

> 0 ; 
0

i �
d
2�i

(dsi)2
> 0: (2:1:4)

Hence, for each �rm, contemporaneous pro�ts in each of the two periods are given by

�i;F � pi;F [xi;F � si ; xj;F � sj](xi;F � si)� Ci;F [xi;F ]� �i[si] (2:1:5)

and

�i;L � pi;L[xi;L + si ; xj;L + sj](xi;L + si)� Ci;L[xi;L] : (2:1:6)

The pro�t for �rm i is de�ned as the discounted sum

�i = �i;F + �i�i;L

where �i 2 (0; 1] is the discount factor for �rm i .
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2.2 Strategic variables and supply slopes

In de�ning a game structure, it is essential to specify what strategic variables are available

to each �rm. By our two-period structure it is obvious that production quantities xi;F

and xi;L are part of the decision exercised by �rm i .

As to the sales decisions in the market, in lieu of treating a Cournot game and a

Bertrand game dichotomously, we desire a uni�ed model which can encompass any general

up-sloping supply schedules set by each individual oligopolist. Essentially, a simultaneous-

move oligopoly game is a game in which each �rm chooses a point, a price-quantity pair,

on the residual demand curve it faces, given all other �rms' supply schedules. Viewed

in this way, it can be easily understood that the distinction between price-setting and

quantity-setting is not the most material discriminant. Instead, what dictates a �rm's

decision is the residual demand curve it faces, which incorporates all other �rms' supply

schedules.

In what follows we frequently refer to �rst-order conditions in analysing how a �rm

chooses the pro�t-maximal point on its residual demand curve. In this framework, obvi-

ously, the local slop e of the residual demand function plays a key role. Notably, the

residual demand slope is directly a�ected by the slopes of other �rms' supply schedules.

A Cournot game is an oligopoly in which each �rm sets a vertical supply schedule. A

Bertrand game is for each �rm to set a horizontal supply schedule.5 These can be reinter-

preted as two polar cases of a broader family of oligopoly games in which each �rm knows

the local slopes of the demand function and all other �rms' supply schedules, and thereby

can deduce the local slope of its residual demand function. Hence, if we can parametrise

either the residual demand slope directly, or the supply slopes (given the demand slope

commonly known), then this whole family of games can be analysed in one general model.

It turns out that such parametrisation is hardly a new attempt. In terms of mathe-

matical technicality, it has a straightforward one-to-one relation to what has been known

as the conjectural variation parameter

�i;t[qi;t; qj;t] �
dqj;t

dqi;t

�����
�j;t = const

fi; jg = f1; 2g (2:2:1)

5Note in particular that we are no longer emphasising price-setting or quantity-setting.
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where �j;t symbolises �rm j's strategic variable (i.e., �rm j's supply schedule), except that

we no longer interpret �i;t as a subjective belief held by �rm i .

However, our motivation to this parametrisation is vastly distinct from conjectural

variation in its literal sense. Given �rm j's supply slope  j;t , staying along the same

supply curve �j;t implies
dpj;t

dqj;t

�����
�j;t = const

=  j;t (2:2:2)

which, in conjunction with total derivatives of (2.1.1) with i and j interchanged

dpj;t =
@pj;t

@qj;t

dqj;t +
@pj;t

@qi;t

dqi;t ; (2:2:3)

can be solved as a linear system of two equations with two unknowns
dqj;t

dqi;t

and
dpj;t

dqi;t

,

thereby

dqj;t

dqi;t

�����
�j;t = const

=

@pj;t

@qi;t

 j;t �
@pj;t

@qj;t

: (2:2:4)

Comparing (2.2.4) with (2.2.1), we now establish a bijective relation between supply slope

 j;t and the so-called conjectural variation �i;t[qi;t; qj;t] as

�i;t[qi;t; qj;t] =

@pj;t

@qi;t

 j;t �
@pj;t

@qj;t

: (2:2:5)

By means of this identity, we can henceforth continue our analysis on general up-sloping

supply schedules insofar as each �rm knows its opponent's supply slope  j;t and thereby

can rationally \conjecture" �i;t[qi;t; qj;t] . Once again, borrowing the mathematical techni-

cality of the classical conjectural variation framework, we parametrise each �rm's decisions

in four quantity variables6 qi;F , xi;F , qi;L , xi;L . However, in light of identities (2.1.2) and

(2.1.3), there are only three degrees of freedom in �rm i's decision.

We generally assume the decision process to be as follows. In the former period �rm

i decides on xi;F and si which automatically determine the sales qi;F via identity (2.1.2).

6It should be clear by now that replacing qi;F and qi;L with pi;F and pi;L could analogously achieve

the same analytical results. Also should it be clear that so-called consistency of conjecture is no longer

a relevant question ; we are parametrising �rms' decisions in qi;t not because they are quantity setters

(whose individual supply curves would be vertical) but simply to let them decide the location of their

supply functions, of which the slopes are  j;t . Hence, ours is an equilibrium analysis, unlike the classical

conjectural variation which is a disequilibrium analysis.
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These decisions then become commonly known . In the latter period, the only decision to

make is xi;L , given si , which again automatically determines qi;L via identity (2.1.3). In

each period, decisions are taken simultaneously.

We now solve the two-period game backward to look for subgam e perfect equilibria.

2.3 The latter-period market

The �rst-order condition derived from (2.1.6), taking into account (2.2.1), is

d�i;L

dxi;L

=

  
@pi;L

@qi;L

+
@pi;L

@qj;L

�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]

!
(xi;L + si) + pi;L

!
dqi;L

dxi;L

� ci;L = 0: (2:3:1)

Insofar as the solution is interior, sales increases with production at the margin, so
dqi;L

dxi;L

=

1 , hence (2.3.1) can be simpli�ed into

d�i;L

dxi;L

=

 
@pi;L

@qi;L

+
@pi;L

@qj;L

�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]

!
(xi;L + si) + pi;L � ci;L = 0: (2:3:2)

Let ai;L denote the �rst partial derivative of this marginal pro�t function with respect to

qi;L

ai;L �
@

@qi;L

 
d�i;L

dxi;L

!
= 2

@pi;L

@qi;L

+
@pi;L

@qj;L

�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]� c
0

i;L + qi;L

 
@
2
pi;L

(@qi;L)2

+
@
2
pi;L

@qi;L@qj;L

�i;L[qi;L; qj;L] +
@pi;L

@qj;L

�

@�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]

@qi;L

! (2:3:3)

and similarly, bi;L that with respect to qj;L

bi;L �

@

@qj;L

 
d�i;L

dxi;L

!
=
@pi;L

@qj;L

+ qi;L

 
@
2
pi;L

@qi;L@qj;L

+
@
2
pi;L

(@qj;L)2
�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]

+
@pi;L

@qj;L

�

@�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]

@qj;L

!
:

(2:3:4)

Note that the second-order condition is now written as

d
2
�i;L

(dxi;L)2
= ai;L + bi;L�i;L[qi;L; qj;L] < 0

and henceforth is assumed to be satis�ed. It is also noteworthy that the ratio

�i;L � �

bi;L

ai;L

(2:3:5)

is the slop e of the quantity-reaction function of �rm i against �rm j's quantity qj;L .
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Totally di�erentiating (2.3.2) yields the system of simultaneous equations2
64 a1;L b1;L

b2;L a2;L

3
75
2
64 dx1;L

dx2;L

3
75 = �

2
64 a1;L + c

0
1;L b1;L

b2;L a2;L + c
0
2;L

3
75
2
64 ds1

ds2

3
75

which is solved as

2
64 dx1;L

dx2;L

3
75 =

2
666664
�1�

a2;Lc
0
1;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

b1;Lc
0
2;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

b2;Lc
0
1;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

�1�
a1;Lc

0
2;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

3
777775
2
64 ds1

ds2

3
75
;

(2:3:6)

or equivalently, expressed as follows.

Proposition 1 : In a subgame perfect equilibrium, the latter-period production xi;L

depends upon the inventory pro�le si , sj according to

dxi;L

dsi

= �1�
aj;Lc

0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

; (2:3:7)

dxi;L

dsj

=
bi;Lc

0
j;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

: (2:3:8)

Economic interpretation : An increase in the inventory level of, say, �rm 1 by one unit

leaving �rm 2's inventory constant (i.e., ds1 = 1 and ds2 = 0), ceteris paribus, decreases

the production of �rm 1 by one unit because of the latter-period identity (2.1.3). This

\direct e�ect" constitutes the �rst term in the right-hand side of (2.3.7). Its second term,

which can be rewritten as

�

c
0
i;L

ai;L + bi;L�j;L

; (2:3:9)

reects the fact that the inventory does not contribute to increased marginal costs since its

cost are already sunk, whereas production does. The denominator of (2.3.9) represents the

change in marginal pro�ts as a result of a change in sales, given the opponent's reaction

slope �j;L , hence (2.3.9) expresses the change in the pro�t-maximising sales in equilibrium

given that the output has been lowered by one unit via the aforementioned direct e�ect.

Note that stability conditions imply ai;L < 0 and a1;La2;L� b1;Lb2;L > 0 (see Dixit (1986)).

This makes (2.3.9) unambiguously positive.

If in addition bi;L < 0 then (2.3.8), which can be rewritten as

dxi;L

dsj

= �

�i;Lc
0
j;L

aj;L + bj;L�i;L

=
dqj;2

dsj

�i;L ; (2:3:10)

is unequivocally negative. The interpretation of (2.3.10) is analogous to that of (2.3.9).
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2.4 The former-period market

In the latter-period market equilibrium, the maximised pro�ts can be viewed as a function

of the two commonly known inventory levels ��
i;L[si; sj] (fi; jg = f1; 2g). We begin with

assuming that an interior solution exists for any inventory pro�le s1 , s2 that may result

from the former-period game. This assumption is discussed at the end of the section. It

is easily veri�ed that a unit change in the inventory of �rm i will a�ect its latter-period

pro�t by

@�
�
i;L[si; sj]

@si

= qi;L

@pi;L

@qj;L

(�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]� �i;L)
aj;Lc

0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

+ ci;L (2:4:1)

(see Appendix). In the former period the �rms maximise their respective discounted sums

of pro�ts �i = �i;F + �i�i;L by a simultaneous choice of production xi;F and inventories si .

An interior solution must, when it exists, satisfy the �rst-order conditions

@�i

@si

=
@�i;F

@si

+ �i

@�i;L

@si

= 0 ; (2:4:2)

and
@�i

@xi;F

=
@�i;F

@qi;F

= 0: (2:4:3)

The subgame perfect equilibrium of the two-period duopoly is hereby characterised by the

pro�le of former-period decisions hq�
1;F ; s

�
1
; q

�
2;F ; s

�
2
i that solve the system of four simulta-

neous equations (2.4.2)-(2.4.3), provided that the second-order conditions be satis�ed.

Subtracting (2.4.2) from (2.4.3) we obtain that the solution must satisfy

ci;F + i � �ici;L = �i(�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]� �j;L)
aj;Lc

0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

�

@pi;L

@qj;L

: (2:4:4)

The right-hand side of (2.4.4) shows the strategic e�ect of inventories : if the only

purpose of inventories were to minimise production costs, the condition would be that

discounted marginal costs be equalised, or equivalently, that the left-hand side be equal

to zero.

Assuming stability conditions (see subsection 2.3) satis�ed, the strategic term is seen

to have the following features.

Proposition 2 :

� There is no strategic e�ect of inventories if c0i;L = 0.

�When c0i;L>0, the strategic e�ect of inventories is positive if and only if �j;L<�i;L[qi;L; qj;L].
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Economic interpretation : Insofar as the subgame perfect equilibrium is interior, the

strategic motive for inventory holding is directly related to the curvature of the latter-

period production cost function. When the latter-period production costs are convex, the

strategic motive promotes inventory holding if �j;L < �i;L[qi;L; qj;L] and demotes inventory

holding if �j;L > �i;L[qi;L; qj;L] .

The economic interpretation of this inequality can be probably the best attained by

means of examples, as in section 3. For instance, in a symmetric Cournot duopoly with

perfect substitute products, �i;L = �

1

2 + c
0
i;L

< 0 (down-sloping reaction functions) whilst

�j;L[qi;L; qj;L] = 0 (known as the Cournot conjecture), hence the strategic motive is positive

insofar as marginal production costs are increasing. In a symmetric Bertrand duopoly with

perfect substitute products,7 on the other hand, �i;L = �

1

1 + c
0
i;L

whilst �i;L[qi;L; qj;L] =

�1 (known as the Bertrand conjecture), hence the strategic motive for or against inventory

holding is generally negative whenever contemporaneous marginal costs are increasing.

2.5 Relation to literature

To facilitate references to literature, we now briey review and comment on some of the

preceding studies on inventories in two period duopoly models under certainty. A majority

of which assume Cournot behaviour. In this sense, they can be viewed as special cases of

our model.

Arvan (1985) provides in many ways the most complete and the most general study

of dynamic Cournot duopoly with inventories. His focus is, contrary to ours, on the

corner solutions in the latter-period market. Consequently, the Nash equilibrium value

functions (the equilibrium pro�t given the outcome of the former-period market) need

not be concave in inventory holding, but will typically experience discontinuity at certain

levels of si and sj . In this case, the �rst-order conditions in the former period are not

ful�lled, and hence the use of (2.4.2) is not valid.

Arvan next considers the case of entirely symmetrical cost and demand functions in

7Here, familiar up-sloping Bertrand reaction functions should not be referred to : they are price

reactions as opposed to our quantity reactions.
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each of the two periods. In the case of constant marginal costs he then argues for non-

existence of equilibrium with inventories :

If there were a symmetric equilibrium where both �rms carried inventory from the

�rst period to the second, then both �rms would be using inventory to act as a

leader! This is not possible when the �rms do not produce in the second period,

either when inventory is exhausted or when it is redundant. It is also not possible

when there is production in the second period, since marginal cost is constant. This

rules out symmetric equilibrium with inventory. Arvan (1985), p. 574.

This is consistent with our model. If c0i;t = 0 , then the right-hand side of (2.4.4) is zero.

If furthermore ci;F = ci;L and �i = 1 , then by (2.4.4) there is no strategic inventories.

Furthermore by (2.1.4), the corner solution si = 0 materialises.

As we have shown, cost functions need to be convex in order that a strategic motive

obtains. Arvan conjectures that :

[I]n this case it is conceivable that symmetric equilibrium exists where both �rms

utilize inventory and also produce in period 2. For such an outcome to occur, costs

must be su�ciently convex � � � that there are ample leadership opportunities to cover

storage cost. Arvan (1985), p. 574, footnote 7.

We have veri�ed that with convex costs Arvan's conjecture is essentially correct. Illustra-

tive examples are provided in section 3.

A few other studies, Saloner (1987), Pal (1991) and Allaz (1991), all adopt Cournot

models and assume that sales do not take place in the �rst period. The focal points of

these three studies are, however, vastly di�erent.

Saloner (1987) shows that under those assumptions which normally lead to unique-

ness of equilibrium, the existence of two production periods where �rst-period produc-

tions immediately become common knowledge leads to a continuum of possible equilibria.

Saloner uses a parable, the origin of which is attributed to Friedman (1983, 22): Two

competing �shermen go out in their boats and bring their catches back to the shore.
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There they observe the catch of their rival, and are allowed to go on another �shing trip

before the market opens. Saloner does not use the term \inventory", but one would hope

that �rst-period �sh are stored in a cool place until the market opens! Storage costs are

assumed zero and marginal costs constant. The inverse demand is assumed to satisfy all

conditions for unique and stable single-period Cournot equilibrium to occur.

Under these conditions, the fact that �rst-period productions become common knowl-

edge is shown to imply that any point on the outer envelope of the reaction functions

between (and including) the two farthest Stackelberg equilibria may be a subgame perfect

equilibrium. Pal (1991) extends and generalises Saloner's results by allowing the �rms'

marginal cost to vary over time, however in this model marginal costs are constant

and identical within each period. The e�ect of time-varying marginal costs is that the

continuum of equilibria found by Saloner vanishes and is replaced by (almost) uniqueness

of the subgame perfect equilibrium. The nature of this equilibrium depends on whether

marginal costs increase or decrease over time and by how much: If marginal costs are lower

in the �rst period than in the second period, both �rms choose to produce their Cournot

quantities in the �rst period. On the other hand, if marginal costs are su�ciently lower

in the second period, both �rms choose to produce only in the second period. However,

in the intermediate case of slightly lower marginal costs in the second period, there are

two equilibria where one �rm acts as a leader (producing only in period 1) and the other

�rm acts as a follower (producing only in period 2).

Allaz (1991) studies a model where each �rm has two decision variables in the �rst

period : futures and inventories. Futures are shown to serve a strategic purpose much in

the same way as do inventories. Thus even under perfect foresight, �rms could take posi-

tions on the future markets in order to a�ect the outcome of the sales game in the second

period. Furthermore it is shown that if futures trading is costless, strategic behaviour will

be carried out using futures while cost minimization is achieved by means of inventories.

A study which is somewhat more remotely related is Saloner (1986). In a certain sense,

it turns the model on the head. Production only takes place in the �rst period, but sales

can take place in both periods. The price in the second period is, however, determined by

technology (obsolescence) and treated as a parameter. The assumption is that the �rms

can sell whatever they like at this technologically determined price. The decisions in the
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�rst period are assumed to be made sequentially : initially �rms choose outputs, which

then become common knowledge, thereafter the sales decisions are made.

The model exhibits two interesting features. First, since the discounted second-period

price net of inventory cost is assumed to be less than (constant) marginal costs, supply

of an additional unit for sale in the �rst period for a given level of production is less

costly in terms of opportunity costs than an additional unit of production. For a given

production this allows the �rms to pursue a more aggressive action on the market, thereby

shoving the reaction function outwards. This more aggressive reaction function however

experiences a kink at the actual production. The subgame perfect equilibrium is the same

as the equilibrium of the one-shot game, with equilibrium inventories being nil.

Second, it is shown that if one �rm has a �rst-mover advantage at the production

stage, it will not achieve the Stackelberg equilibrium because it cannot commit itself to

sell everything it produced in the �rst period. Instead it will end up at a point between

the Nash and the Stackelberg equilibria, with the Stackelberg equilibrium arising at the

limit where storage costs are prohibitive or when the decline in the price due to obsoles-

cence is very large. Storage costs thus provide a commitment not to hold inventory, but

rather to sell whatever produced. This is a problem of time consistency : producing the

Stackelberg output does not automatically commit the �rm to sell it immediately : if the

�rm reoptimises it will sell less depending on the storage costs.

Rotemberg and Saloner (1989) study strategic inventories in a cooperative setting,

seeing inventories as a means of punishing a deviator from a collusive understanding in a

repeated game setting. The problem is to sustain collusion in the �rst place by threatening

to revert to the Cournot-Nash equilibrium if the rival deviates. Again, inventories allow

�rms to employ a more aggressive strategy since costs are sunk, thus making the threat

more credible. On the other hand, the higher the inventory, the higher is also the �rm's

own incentive to cheat on the rival. The incentive constraints then imply two critical

values of inventory. If the level of inventory falls between these two values, collusion can

be sustained ; if it falls outside the range, there is an incentive to deviate.
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3 Symmetric n-�rm linear oligopoly with inventories

In this section we parametrise the model further to obtain an explicit form result, which

can be useful for empirical purposes.

To be empirically useful, we obviously need to extend our analysis from duopoly to

n-�rm oligopoly. At the same time, in conducting econometric estimations, it usually

su�ces to know the local shapes of supply and demand schedules, not their global shapes.

This is also to say that, when these supply and/or demand schedules are econometrically

estimated, in ordinary circumstances it is possible to estimate them only locally not

globally. This allows us to linearise supply and demand schedules so as to ignore their

second derivatives.

Furthermore, it is conceivable that supply slopes, i.e., whether the market is more like

price-setting than quantity-setting or vice versa, is determined mostly by the speci�cities

of the industry rather than by those of the individual �rms. This allows us to symmetrise

the model by imposing the same supply slope for all n �rms. Also, considering the

tendency that cross price elasticities are di�cult to identify empirically for each speci�c

pair of �rms, a realistic approximation is to assume symmetric substitutability between

any two �rms' products.

Insofar as we adhere to non-collusive oligopoly, it su�ces to model two periods in order

to estimate strategic motives of inventories. In the following 3.1 we de�ne our n-�rm two-

period oligopoly model and solve it analogously to our previous duopoly model in section

2. Then in 3.2 we list the possible applications of our model to empirical estimations.

3.1 Comparative statics

We retain the two-period structure of our duopoly model in section 2, except that there

are now n �rms. Firm j (j = 1; � � � ; n) faces the inverse demand

pj;t[qj;t; fqh;tgh6=j] > 0 (3:1:1)

with
@pj;t

@qj;t

= �1 j = 1; � � � ; n ; t = F; L (3:1:2)
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and
@pj;t

@qi;t

= �� 8i 6= j ; t = F; L (3:1:3)

where � 2 (0; 1] . We also assume that all n �rms adopt the same contemporaneous supply

slope  . The essence of our exercise here is to identify the signs of the strategic inventory

motive, provided that stability conditions be met.8

Total derivatives of (3.1.1), using (3.1.2) and (3.1.3), is

dpj;t = � dqj;t � �

X
h6=j

dqh;t

which implies
dpj;t

dqi;t

= �

dqj;t

dqi;t

� �

X
h6=j

dqh;t

dqi;t

: (3:1:4)

Substituting the symmetrical contemporaneous \conjecture"

� �
dqj;t

dqi;t

�����
f�h;tgh6=i = const

i 6= j (3:1:5)

into (3.1.4), we obtain
dpj;t

dqi;t

= � (1 + (n� 2)�)� � � : (3:1:6)

Simultaneously solving (3.1.6) with (3.1.5), the identity

� = �

�

1 +  + (n� 2)�
(3:1:7)

obtains, which is the n-�rm linear version of (2.2.5).

On the other hand, the n-�rm linear version of the interior optimum condition (2.3.3)

and (2.3.4) is

a = �2� (n� 1)�� � c
0

i;L ; b = �� :

Substituting this to (2.3.5), the contemporaneous quantity-reaction slope9 obtains

� = �

b

a
= �

�

2 + (n� 1)�� + c
0
i;L

: (3:1:8)

8We refrain from further technical speci�cities in extending stability conditions to n �rms, as we believe

that they would be of little help for our main purpose here.

9(2.3.3) through (2.3.5) are about the latter market period only. For our purpose, obtaining the

quantity-reaction slope for the latter period will su�ce.
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Similarly, the n-�rm linear version of Proposition 1, (2.3.6) through (2.3.8) (see also

Appendix, (5.1.1)) is

dxi;L

dsi

= �1�
(a + (n� 2)b)c0i;L

(a� b)(a + (n� 1)b)
;

dqi;L

dsi

= �

(a+ (n� 2)b)c0i;L
(a� b)(a + (n� 1)b)

;

dxj;L

dsi

=
dqj;L

dsi

=
bc

0
j;L

(a� b)(a + (n� 1)b)
;

entailing the n-�rm linear equivalent of (2.4.1)

@�
�
i;L

@si

= �(n� 1)�qi;L
�(a + (n� 2)b) + b

(a� b)(a+ (n� 1)b)
c
0

i;L + ci;L

and hence the n-�rm strategic e�ect, the analogue of (2.4.4), obtains

ci;F + i � �ici;L = � a(n� 1)�
� � (n� 2)��� �

(a� b)(a+ (n� 1)b)
c
0

i;L (3:1:9)

where stability conditions a < 0 and (a � b)(a + (n � 1)b) > 0 can be subsumed into a

single condition a < b < 0. Note in particular that this is equivalent to �1 < � < 0.

Hence, the n-�rm linear version of the second half of Proposition 2 is that, provided

that c0i;L > 0 there exists a positive strategic motive for inventory holding if and only if

� � (n� 2)��� � > 0 (3:1:10)

which, using � < 0 and � < 0 , can be rearranged as

1

��
�

1

��
> n� 2:

Through (3.1.7) and (3.1.8), this condition (3.1.10) involves as many as four prim itive

parameters : n , � ,  , and c0i;L . Exhaustive comparative statics spanned over the four-

dimensional parameter space would therefore be less than illustrative. Instead, we are

to discuss the e�ects of each of the four parameters separately, keeping the other three

constant at a time. The following list applies when n � 2 , � > 0 , and c0i;L > 0.

� For any given n , � , and c0i;L , decreasing  down to zero makes (3.1.10) unful�lled,

whereas increasing  up to in�nity guarantees (3.1.10) to be satis�ed. In words,

as the supply schedules become atter and the market more like Bertrand than

Cournot, the strategic motive for inventory holding becomes negative ; it is when

the supply schedules become steeper and the market more like Cournot, that the

strategic motive becomes positive.
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� Obviously, for any strategic motive to exist at all, the number of �rms n must be

more than 1. However, as n increases further, (3.1.10) becomes di�cult to satisfy,

that is, the strategic motive for inventory holding becomes less likely to be positive.

� As we have seen in section 2, for the strategic inventory motive to be positive,

contemporaneous marginal production costs need to be increasing. However, there

is a counterforce : namely, the higher c0i;L is, the less likely (3.1.10) is satis�ed.

� For the oligopolists to be mutually interacting, it is necessary that � 6= 0. However,

the e�ect of increasing or decreasing � on the sign and the magnitude of the strategic

inventory motives is ambiguous.

3.2 Empirically analysing non-collusive oligopoly

For empirical purposes, the most useful equations are (3.1.9) and the n-�rm equivalent of

(2.4.2) which is

(1 + (n� 1)��)qi;L + pi;L � ci;L = 0 i = 1; � � � ; n : (3:2:1)

Econometrically, it is often more essential to identify which parameters are directly observ-

able and which others aren't, than which parameters are primitive and which else aren't.

Observability of parameters can vary depending upon the speci�cities of markets and

industries. In realistic cases, n , qi;L and pi;L are almost always observable, � , i , ci;L and

c
0
i;L may or may not be observable, whilst � and � are harder to observe directly.

What follows is a list of several possible cases where our foregoing theoretical analysis

can help estimate, based upon empirical data, (1) how much of the industrial inventories

are strategically motivated, (2) what supply schedule is set by each �rm, and (3) what

the demand function is.

| Estimation of strategically motivated inventories

Suppose that the local shapes of demand and supply schedules can be observed through,

say, demand and supply elasticity data. Our �rst task is to \normalise" the scale for
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quantities, so that the own price derivative
@pi;L

@qi;L

is locally equal to unity. This allows

us to apply our symmetric model in 3.1 to asymmetric oligopoly. That is, our model is

symmetric only at the margin, need not be symmetric in absolute quantities. The cross

elasticity parameter � is then estimated as the average inter-�rm elasticity in the industry

and, based upon the supply elasticity,  is computed. This further identi�es � via (3.1.7).

Given � , by (3.2.1) we can estimate contemporaneous marginal production costs

ci;L[qi;L] . If ci;F [qi;F ] is similarly estimated, and if we can safely assume approxim ate

stationarity ci;F [�] � ci;L[�] , then c
0
i;L can also be estimated. The right-hand side of (3.1.9)

is hereby identi�ed, hence marginal storage costs i is estimated via (3.1.9).

| Estimation of supply schedules

Suppose alternatively that the local shapes of demand functions are observable whilst

supply schedules are not directly observable. In this case, after normalising qi;L so as to

set
@pi;L

@qi;L

� 1 and thereby estimate � as aforementioned, we must use (3.2.1) to estimate

� �rst. Then, if ci;L , ci;F and i are observable whilst c0i;L needs to be estimated, then

(3.1.8) and (3.1.9) are solved simultaneously for � and c0i;L . Otherwise, if ci;L , ci;F and

c
0
i;L are observable while i needs estimation, then (3.1.8) is used to estimate � �rst, based

upon which i is estimated via (3.1.9).

| Estimation of demand functions

Finally, suppose that demand functions are not directly observable through elasticity data

whilst supply schedules are observable, or more realistically that transaction data, such

as elasticities, are available but demand elasticity and supply elasticity are not separably

identi�able from the observed data. Imposing

@pi;L

@qi;L

@pi;L

@qj;L

= � 8j 6= i

(3.1.7), (3.1.8), (3.1.9) and (3.2.1) can be solved as a system of n+3 simultaneous equations

involving n+3 unknowns
@pi;L

@qi;L

, � , � and � . The �rst n unknowns
@pi;L

@qi;L

can be replaced

with qi;L (the rescaling thereof) so as to restore the normalisation
@pi;L

@qi;L

� 1.
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3.3 Policy implications

Once both sides of equation (3.1.9) have been identi�ed, the next step is for us to interpret

the social impacts of these strategic inventories, and to draw policy suggestions whenever

possible.

It requires careful attention, however, to draw accurate policy implications from this

simple observation. For, there are at least two distinct e�ects present.

� From (3.1.9) it is transparent that strategic inventories are, in itself, cost-ine�cient.

This is a non-strategic e�ect even though the inventories per se may involve a

strategically motivated component.

� The purpose of strategic inventories is to reduce the contemporaneous costs of

production by sinking costs in advance. Thereby the �rm will produce more than it

would otherwise. This is a strategic e�ect. Generally, in the presence of imperfect

competition, the oligopolists tend to supply less than socially optimal.10 Hence, this

strategic e�ect is socially positive.

The �rst (non-strategic) e�ect shows that, if the reallocation between on-spot production

and inventories did not a�ect market outcom es, then the most cost-e�cient production

plan would be so-called production smoothing, i.e., to time the production so as to main-

tain the left-hand side of (3.1.9) identically equal to zero. This alone would suggest inven-

tory taxation whenever (3.1.9) turned out positive, or inventory subsidisation whenever

(3.1.9) were negative, for cost-e�ciency.

The second e�ect, on the other hand, would suggest that inventory holding should in

general be subsidised. Hence, taking both supply- and demand-sides into account, the

following implication obtains.

� If (3.1.9) is negative, inventory holding should generally be subsidised.

� If (3.1.9) is positive, on the other hand, inventory holding should not necessarily be

taxed.

10Assuming that there is no positive externality from production or consumption of the good.
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4 Conclusion

We set up a general model of oligopoly to explain the strategic use of inventories. The

generality stems from the very few restrictions we impose on demand and costs, from the

inclusion of storage costs and from the possibility of letting the degree of competition

vary. The model encompasses the classic Bertrand and Cournot situations but a more

general treatment of competition is allowed for, making the model more empirics friendly.

The strategic e�ect of inventory derives from the fact that when brought to the market,

its production cost is sunk and the marginal cost thus zero. This make it a credible

quantity commitment.

The strategic e�ect of inventories is closely connected with the curvature of the produc-

tion costs and thus di�cult to separate from transactions stocks. This was however done:

The strategic e�ect depends on the type of competition, the slopes of the quantity-reaction

functions, and on the slopes of the marginal cost curves.

We �nally exempli�ed the strategic e�ects using a closed form obtained through a

standard linear n-�rm oligopoly. However, since our analysis relies only upon �rst-order

conditions not upon global features of supply and demand schedules, it stays valid for any

locally smooth system of oligopolistic interaction insofar as an interior equilibrium exists.

Clearly, many of the results found in the related literature are knife-edge results,

relying on marginal costs being constant and/or identical, no cost of storage and only one

type of competition (typically Cournot). Our more general model suggests a less extreme

way of assessing the competitive e�ects of stocks.

5 Appendix

By (2.3.6),

2
64 dq1;L

dq2;L

3
75 =

2
666664
�

a2;Lc
0
1;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

b1;Lc
0
2;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

b2;Lc
0
1;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

�

a1;Lc
0
2;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

3
777775
2
64 ds1

ds2

3
75
;

(5:1:1)
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hence

@�
�
i;L[si; sj]

@si

= pi;L �
� aj;Lc

0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

+ qi;L

 
@pi;L

@qi;L

�

� aj;Lc
0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

�

@pi;L

@qj;L

�

�i;Laj;Lc
0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

!
+ ci;L :

(5:1:2)

However, the envelope theorem ensures

pi;L �
� aj;Lc

0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

+ qi;L

 
@pi;L

@qi;L

�

� aj;Lc
0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

�

@pi;L

@qj;L

�

�i;L[qi;L; qj;L]aj;Lc
0
i;L

a1;La2;L � b1;Lb2;L

!
= 0:

(5:1:3)

Substituting (5.1.3) into (5.1.2) yields (2.4.1).
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